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"Loved this book! ... could not put it down ..." Join the Star Watch crew on their first mission to the planet of
Trom, where hostile Pharlom invaders have appropriated high altitude cloud-ports as prisoner of war camps.
As a fierce battle in space ensues, fragmented warships fall into Trom’s atmosphere and head right for a
populated cloud-port.

From best-selling author Mark Wayne McGinnis comes the highly anticipated Scrapyard Ship spin-off
series, Star Watch.

The Craing War is now over … the enemy defeated. As planetary systems around the galaxy try to bring
normalcy back to their existence, one thing becomes crystal clear … without the Craing around to keep
everyone in line, space has become a far more dangerous place.

With tens of thousands of warships idle, along with hundreds of thousands of Allied crew personnel sitting
on their hands, it’s up to Admiral Perry Reynolds whether or not to send the combatants home, and mothball
most of the ships. But as more and more requests for prompt Allied assistance come in from the farthest
reaches of outer space (i.e. for minor incursions into sovereign territory; or others, more serious—including
barbaric planetary invasions), Admiral Reynolds is compelled to introduce a new stellar over-watch program.
With his own career winding down, one of his final directives will be in the formation of a special
intergalactic marshaling service … Star Watch. The admiral has the perfect ship lined up for the task—the
most advanced warship in the known galaxy: the mile-long Caldurian vessel—the Minian. Next … he needs
to outfit the ship with a captain and crew he can trust to get this far-range venture initiated properly.

Across the galaxy, young Boomer, daughter of Captain Jason Reynolds, begins her training in the ancient
fighting methods of the Kahill Callan, and prepares to battle against Lord Vikor Shakrim—leader of the
dreaded Sahhrain warriors.
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From reader reviews:

William Gannaway:

What do you concerning book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what yours problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy man? If you don't
have spare time to accomplish others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have
spare time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question
due to the fact just their can do which. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it
is right. Because start from on kindergarten until university need that Star Watch to read.

Diane Dean:

This Star Watch book is not really ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you will get by reading this book is information inside this guide incredible fresh, you will get info
which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. That Star Watch without we
understand teach the one who looking at it become critical in pondering and analyzing. Don't become worry
Star Watch can bring any time you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' come to be full
because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even phone. This Star Watch having fine arrangement in
word as well as layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Robert Spann:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, short story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not trying Star Watch that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be
said as the opportinity for people to know world considerably better then how they react in the direction of
the world. It can't be explained constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man but for all of you
who wants to be success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, you
could pick Star Watch become your personal starter.

Elois Montgomery:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got college students? We believe that that issue
was given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. So you know
that little person similar to reading or as reading become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important along with book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to incorporate you knowledge, except
your own teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update regarding something by book. Numerous books
that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is niagra Star Watch.
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